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Abstract 
We present a massively parallel algorithm for com

puting radiosity in a scene containing an isotropic 
scattering medium of high albedo. The algorithm is 
based on a new formalism : a coordinate evolution 
on the set of light rays in the scene. The evolution 
reparameterizes rays from their points of origin to 
their points of termination. Local coordinate systems 
on the set of light rays are distributed over a two
dimensional lattice of parallel processors, and trans
formations between coordinate systems are computed 
using only local communication between processors. 
The algorithm is implemented on a MasPar-l which 
is a SIMD computer having over 2000 processors. 

1 Introduction 

Massively parallel computers have entered computer 
graphics research, raising the issue of how to embed 
the radiosity problem into massively parallel SIMD 
computing architectures. We propose a new ap
proach to this, based on dynamically solving a co
ordinate evolution on the set of light rays in a scene, 
rather than precomputing a set of surface-to-surface 
visibility functions, or form factors . The result is a 
massively parallel radiosity algorithm that embeds 
naturally into a two-dimensional SIMD computing 
architecture. The algorithm generalizes to scenes 
containing volume scattering of high albedo, with lit
tle extra programming effort. 

2 Previous Work 

In the absence of a participating medium , surface 
interreflections have been traditionally modelled by 
expressing the radiance of each surface point as a 
weighted sum of the radiances of all the other surface 
points[19, 10] . The main bottleneck in computing 
the weights , or form factors , is to determine which 
surface facets are visible from which. This visibility 
problem may be solved by computing a perspective 
view of the scene for each surface facet [9] . This com
putation typically makes use of specialized z-buffer 
hardware, and the sequential access to this hardware 
remains a fundamental bottleneck in radiosity com
putations. 

When volume scattering fog or clouds are present , 
the radiosity equation requires significant revision. 
One approach is to consider surface-volume and 
volume-volume form factors along with the already 
present surface-surface form factors , but this requires 
an enormous increase in the number of form factors 
and is impractical[18]. A second approach is to con
sider single scattenng only[3, 12, 15, 17] , for example, 
using a two-step ray-tracing approach. First , light 
that diverges from a point source enters the scat
tering media and is attenuated exponentially along 
each ray as a function of optical depth . Second, a 
viewing position is chosen, and the radiance that ar
rives at the viewer along a given ray is computed by 
integrating the source radiance that was scattered 
from points along that ray. This approach was used 
to render, for example, automobile headlights in fog 
and beams of sunlight through a cluttered scene. 

A single scattering model is sufficient for low 
albedo volume scattering. When the albedo is high , 
however, a single scattering model is inappropriate. 
For example, milk is a suspension of particles that 
scatter blue light more than red, yet milk is al
ways white , and this whiteness is due to multiple 
scattering[4]. Indeed , for many engineering problems 
in radiative transfer, multiple scattering must be con
sidered to achieve accurate solutions. Present algo
rithms for computing multiple scattering are serial. 
(See [11] for a comprehensive review .) In this paper, 
we present an algorithm which embeds naturally into 
a SIMD computing architecture. 

3 Overview 

We first present a new radiosity algorithm for the 
case in which no participating medium is present , 
and then generalize the algorithm to include scat
tering. Consider a surface point x. and let ll(xs ) 
denote the hemisphere of directions pointing out of 
the surface at x •. Let R(x, L) denote the radiance 
(Wm- 2sr- 1 ) at position x and in direction L. For 
a Lambertian surface , the radiance leaving Xs does 
not depend on direction , and hence may be written 

R(x.) = Remit(X.) + 

pt:) J1i(x.) R(x., -L) N(xs) . L dO . 
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This equation may be solved numerically for each x. 
by using a Jacobi iteration, 

Rk+1(x.) = Remit(X.) + 

We solve (1) by compute a reparameterization on 
the set of light rays , from the point of origin of 
each ray to the point of termination. The theory 
behind this reparameterization is presented in Sec
tion 4. Data structures for representing the rays are 
specified in Section 5, and the algorithm itself is pre
sented in Section 6. There are two key advantages 
of the new algorithm. First , it may be embedded 
into a massively parallel SIMD architecture. This 
embedding is presented in Section 7. Second, it may 
be extended to the case in which high albedo vol
ume scattering is present. This case is presented in 
Section 8. 

4 Light Ray Manifold, M 
Let M denote the set of all light rays in a given scene. 
Local coordinate systems on M may be defined in a 
variety of ways. First, consider a local patch x (u, v) 
of a surface in the scene. For each point x on the 
patch, the set of light rays that originate from x may 
be parameterized by a hemisphere of unit vectors 
ll(x) . Since both a hemisphere and a surface patch 
are two dimensional sets , the set of light rays that 
originate from the surface patch is four dimensional , 
i.e . (u , v) x 1£. 

A similar local coordinate system may be defined 
by parameterizing the rays that terminate at the sur
face patch. These two coordinate systems on M are 
used in traditional radiosity algorithms. Surfaces in 
a scene are defined by a set of planar facets, and for 
each .fac~t, a hemicube of incident [7] or exitant [6] 
rays IS given. 

Finally, in [1], the set of light rays in a scene 
was parameterized using a five dimensional space, 
~3 x 52, where ~3 specifies a point through which a 
ray passes and the unit sphere 52 specifies the direc
tion of the ray. This parameterization is redundant 
by one dimension, namely, the dimension of points 
through which each ray passes . 
4.1 Local Coordinates on M 

In this paper, an a lternative local coordinate sys
tem for the set of rays , M , is introduced (see Fig
ure 1). Consider a two-dimensional plane within the 
scene, for example, the plane z == zoo A given point 
on this coordinate plane is either in free space, inside 
an object, or on the surface of an obj ect. Each light 
ray that intersects this plane is specified by four co
ordinates : two determine the point at which the ray 
intersects the plane, and two determine the direction 
of the ray. For example, the light ray that passes 
through a point (x, y , zo) in direction (p , q, 1) may 
be parameterized by (x , y, p, q). 

Notice that the above parameterization does not 
cover all the rays in the scene. For example, if a 

ray were strictly contained in either of the open half 
spaces {z > zo} or {z < zo}, then it would not pass 
through the plane z == Zo. In this sense, the above 
parameterization defines a local coordinate system on 
M. A set of such local coordinate systems is required 
to cover the entire set of rays, M. (e.g . coordinate 
planes, x == Xo and y == Yo, are needed to capture 
light rays that are embedded within z == zo .) 

In [13], these coordinate plane parameterizations 
are used to show that M is a four dimensional man
ifold (see [8] for the definition of a manifold) . We 
thus refer to M as the light ray manifold. 

4.2 Coordinate Evolution 
As the coordinate plane z == Zo is swept through 

space in the z-direction, a coordinate evolution on 
M is obtained. For example, consider a light ray 
traverses both z == Zo and z == Zl (see Figure 1) . Let 
(x,y,p,q) and (x',y',p,q) be the parameterizations 
of this ray through the two planes respectively, so 
that 

(x', y') = (x + (Zl - zo)p, y + (Zl - zo)q). 

In particular , observe that the transformation from 
the Zo coordinate plane to the Zl coordinate plane is 
linear. The linearity observation is crucial because 
it will allow us to compute a coordinate evolution 
on M using a massively parallel SIMD computing 
architecture. 

(z, - Zo) q, p, q) 

y 

,~, 
( p, q, I ) 

z" 

z, 

Figure 1: A light ray that is transverse to the co
ordinate planes , Z == Zo and Z == Zl , and travels 
in direction (p , q, 1) . In the plane, Z == Zo, the 
ray is parameterized by (x , y , p , q). In the pl ane 
Z == Zl , the ray is parametized by (x', y' , p, q) , where 
(x' , y') = (x + ( Z l - zo)p, y + ( Zl - zo )q). 
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5 Data Structures 

The view volume of a scene is represented by a 
N x N x N cubic lattice. Nodes in this lattice are 
of three types: SOLID nodes, SURFACE nodes and 
FREE nodes. Light rays travel through FREE nodes. 
Light is absorbed, reflected, and emitted at SURFACE 
nodes. Light does not reach SOLID nodes. 

Scene geometry is defined by a set of SOLID nodes . 
A non-SOLID node is then a SURFACE node if it is 
within a given distance M from a SOLID node; oth
erwise, it is a FREE node. (In our examples, we 
use N = 128 and M = 5.) Normals at each SUR
FACE node correspond to the vector from that node 
to the center of mass of the FREE nodes in an M
neighborhood of the node. 

For each FREE or SURFACE node, x , the finite set 
of light rays that pass through x is defined by the 
nodes on a small cube of diameter 2M centered at x. 
The directions of these rays are defined by the line 
segments joining x to points on the six faces of this 
cube. Quantization errors, or "ray effects", which 
result from this coarse sampling of the sphere of ray 
directions are well-known[14, 2, 16). 

The light ray cube is analogous to the hemicube 
of [7) ; however, there are two important differences. 
First, the half width of our cube is much smaller 
(M = 5 vs . M = 50) than that of [7). Second, a 
cube is defined at each FREE node, as well as at each 
SURFACE node; in [7), a hemicube was only defined 
at each surface facet. By also representing cubes at 
FREE nodes , the topological structure of the rays M 
can be exploited. In particular, a coordinate evolu
tion on M can be computed on a massively parallel 
SIMD architecture. 

Local coordinates on the sampled light ray man
ifold are represented as shown in Figure 2. For a 
given face F of the light ray cube (i .e. there are 6 
faces) , consider the ith plane in the cubic space lat
tice that is parallel to F . The local coordinate system Cr c M is the set of light rays that are specified by 
F and that pass through FREE or SURFACE nodes in 
plane i, 

cr == {(u,v ,p,q): (u ,v,i) is a FREE or SURFACE 
node, and (p, q, M) E F} . 

Neighboring local coordinate systems may overlap 
(see Figure 3). For example, consider a FREE node 
x = (x , y, i), and a ray passing through this node in 
direction L = (p, q, M). This ray could be parame
terized in at least three different ways: 

(u ,v, p,q) E Cr, (u+p ,v +q,p, q) E CftM , 

or (u-p,v-q,P,q)ECt'-M 

Note that the transformation from one local coor
dinate system to the another is linear. In the next 
section , we present a massively parallel algorithm for 
transforming from one coordinate system Cr to its 
neighbor CftM' A sequence of these transformations 
defines a coordinate evolution. 

.' , 
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Figure 2: A local coordinate system on the light ray 
manifold is defined follows. For a given cube face 
F, consider the ith plane in the space lattice that is 
parallel to face F. The local coordinate system Cr is 
the set of light rays that are in the directions specified 
by F and that pass through FREE or SURFACE nodes 
in plane i. 

6 Algorithm 

Consider two neigh boring coordinate systems Cr and 
Cft-M ' Given an estimate, Rk(x) , of the surface ra
diance and an estimate R7 ( u, v, p, q) , of the radiance 
of rays in Cr, an estimate R7+M (u, v, p, q) of the ra
diance of rays in Cft-M can be computed by a coor
dinate transform from Cr to Cft-M ' 

LocaLTransformation( F, i , R7 , R7+M ' Rk) { 
for all ( u , v) in parallel 

} 

x := (u,v ,i); 
for all 'L := (p, q, M) 

case {x - L } 
SOLID: Ri+M(U ,V, P,q):= 0; 
FREE: Ri+M(U,V,p, q):= Ri(U-p,v -q,p,q); 
SURFACE: if (L . N(x - L) > 0) 

Ri+M(U, v,p, q):= R(x - L) ; 
else Ri+M(U, v,p, q) := 0; 

A coordinate evolution is defined by a sequence of 
coordinate transformations along the three orthog
onal axes of the cubic lattice , first in the positive 
direction and then in the negative direction of each 
axis. Each of these six sweeps covers the rays defined 
by a single face of the cube of light ray directions . 

4
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Figure 3: A light ray traverses two neighboring co
ordinate planes. The tranformation from one local 
coordinate system to the another is linear . 

Coordinate--Evolution(Rk , Rk+ 1
) { 

for all cube faces F , 

} 

initialize R7 on er at i = 0; 
for(i=O ; i<N ; i :=i+l){ 

LocaLTransformation(F, i, R7 , R7+M ' Rk); 

Three observations should be made. First , only 
two coordinate systems , er and Cft-M need to be 
represented at a single time . Second, once a ray has 
reached its point of termination , the surface radi
ance estimate, Rk +1 , may be updated using (1) . (In 
our implementation, this update is performed within 
the procedure LocaLTransformation.) Third , the 
coordinate evolution may interpreted as the propa
gation of radiance along rays, so that the algorithm 
is just a simulation of the physics of radiosity. The 
n um ber of iter at ions of Coordina te--Evol u t ion cor
responds to the number of surface interrefl ections. 

7 Implementation on MasPar 

We implemented the two routines LocaLTrans
formation and Coordinate--Evolution on a mas
sively parallel computer , a MasPar-l , which is a 
SIMD machine having 2048 4-bit processing elements 
or PEs. The PEs form a two dimensional array of size 
Nu x Nv = 64 x 32. Each PE is direc tly connected to 
its eight neighbors, and the boundary is connected 

; .. ,- . \ 

in a toroidal topology. Each PE has 16K of local 
memory. We rendered scenes of width N = 128. An 
example is shown in Figure 4 . 

7.1 Memory Costs 

The local memory cost to each PE is 
O(N3 /NuNv +M2 N 2 /NuNv). The two terms are as 
follows . First, since N > Nu and N > N v , the scene 
must be wrapped around the PE array N / Nu times 
in the u direction and N / N v times in the v direction. 
This wrapping is facilitated by the toroidal topology 
of the PE array. Thus , N 2 / NuNv space columns 
were represented at each PE and each column was 
N nodes deep , leading to O( N 3 / Nu Nv ) space nodes 
at each PE. 

Second , within the procedure LocaLTrans- for
mation , O(M2) rays were required for each space 
node in Cr and eft-M to represent radiance. Since 
there were N 2 nodes in each coordinate plane, 
O(M2N 2/NuNv ) rays were represented at each PE. 

A number of state variables were represented for 
each space node. For SURFACE nodes , the variables 
included the space type , albedo, exitant radiance, 
surface normal and emittance. For FREE nodes, the 
state variables included the scattering and absorp
tion coeffi cients , and for the case of isotropic scat
tering , the accumulated luminescence - see Section 
8) . 

Recall also that for a given cube face F , the scene 
must be rotated within the PE array such that each 
PE contains space columns perpendicular to F. That 
is , each cube face F defines intra-plane coordinates 
(u , v) as well as an inter-plane coordinate i. The 
rotation is necessary because the PE array is two 
rather than three dimensional. Fortunately, we were 
able to devise an inexpensive massively parallel al
gorithm for performing this rotation. The algorithm 
requires O(N) memory at each PE, which is insignif
icant. 

Finally, we note that more recent models of the 
MasPar machine have 16K processors (128 x 128) 
and 64K local memory per processor . On such a 
~achine, it would be possible to generate 512 x 512 
Images. 

7.2 Time Costs 

The time cost of the algorithm per itera
tion is O(N3M 2/NuNv ) . The inner loop , Lo
caLTransformation, is O(M2 N 2 / NuNv ) and the 
outer loop Coordinate--Evolution is O(N). The 
procedure LocaLTransformation requires roughly 
0.6 seconds when N = 128 , resulting in a total com
putation time of roughly 8 minutes per iteration of 
Coordinate --Evolution. 

The rotation of the scene had a time complexity of 
O( N 3 / Nu Nv). The operations required for the ax is 
rotation are simple, and in practice the time cost of 
the rotation was insignificant. When N = 128 , each 
rotation took 0.3 seconds . 

4
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8 Volume Scattering 

Volume scattering is described by an equation relat
ing the radiance arriving at a point in space to the 
radiance leaving the point[ll), 

:if R(x + fL, L) = (-((x) -,(x)) R(x, L) 
+ (i~) IS2 <I>(L, L*) R(x, L") do." , (2) 

where ((x) is a scattering coefficient , ,(x) is an ab
~orpti<?n coefficient, and <I>(L , L·) describes scatter
mg amsotropy[3]. Observe that if no volume scatter
ing were present, then ((x) and ,(x) are identically 
zero, and radiance would be conserved along a ray. 
. One w~ll-~nown method for solving the scatter
mg equatIOn IS the dzscrete ordinate method[5] which 
was originally developed for a plane slab ge~metry, 
that is.' a wall of ~nite thickness but infinite length 
and WIdth. In thIs paper, we present a massively 
parallel algorithm which is similar to the discrete or
dinate ~ethod , and which applies to general scene 
g.eometnes. Because of the present memory limita
tIOns of our computer, we consider only the isotropic 
scattering case, that is , surfaces obey Lambert's Law 
and <I>(L , L") is constant. The algorithm extends 
naturally to the case of anisotropic scattering but 
with an additional memory cost. ' 

Isotropic scattering may be incorporated into our 
algorithm as isotropic luminescence . I Light energy 
is temporarily accumulated in a state variable A k (x) 
when~ver a light ray passes through x . The energy 
that IS accumulated during iteration k is scattered 
in iteration k + 1. The LocaLTransformation al
gorithm must be modified slightly. A box is placed 
around the modified lines of pseudocode. 

A key observation is that the time and space com
plexity of the algorithm are unchanged. This is in 
sha:rp contrast to th~ method proposed in [18], in 
whIch the computatIOnal costs increased dramati
cally in the presence of a participating medium. 

LocaLTransformation( F, i , Ri , Ri+M, R\Ak) { 
for all (u, v) in parallel { 

} 

x := (u , v , i) ; 
for all L := (p , q, M), 

case {x - L } 
SOLID: Ri+M(U, v,p, q) := 0; 
FREE: 

Ri+M(U ,V,p, q) := ~ Ak(x) 
k+l (~(1 - ,(~ - ((~)) Ri(U - p, v ~ q, p, q) ; 

A x) +- Rilu-P,v -q ,p, qJ ~n; 

SURFACE: if (L· N(x - L) > 0) 
Ri+M(U,V,p,q):= R(x-L) ; 

else Ri+M(U ,V,p,q):=O; 

1 Non-isotropic scattering is possible in principle but re-
. O( 2 ' qUires M) more memory per space node to keep track of 

the accumulated energy. 
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An example is shown in Figure 5. Three balls are 
shown floating in a box that is filled with homoge
neous fog. The scene is illuminated by a directed 
light source that is from above but slightly oblique. 
The shadows cast by the balls are visible both in 
space (as tubes) and on the surface. Observe that 
the deepest ball is the darkest since light is absorbed 
as it passes through the fog. Five iterations of Co
ordinate...Evolution were used . 

9 Conclusion 

In .this pap~r, we dev~loped a novel radiosity al
!S0nth~ whIch generalIzes to the case of multiple 
~SOtroPIC volume scattering. The algorithm is similar 
m flavour to the discrete ordinates method, but takes 
advantage of this local geometry of the ray manifold. 
We defined local coordinate systems on this mani
fold , embedded these local coordinate systems into 
a two dimensional lattice of parallel processors, and 
computed transformations between local coordinate 
systems. These transformations require only local 
communication between processors, which is ideal for 
SIMD architectures e.g. the MasPar-1. 

While memory limitations of the MasPar-l forced 
us ~o consider only isotropic scattering, machines 
havmg m?re processors and larger local memory are 
now entermg the marketplace. These machines could 
be used to generalize our algorithm to the case of 
non-i~otropic scattering. The existence of rendering 
algOrIthms that make use of these SIMD machines is 
a further technological incentive for the development 
of massively parallel SIMD graphics hardware. 
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Figure 4: A ring floating in a box is viewed through 
the top via parallel projection from four different di
rections. No volume scattering was present. The 
albedo of all surfaces was 0.9. The light source 
had two components, ambient and directed, both of 
which entered the box through the open roof. The 
ambient component was a uniform hemispheric sky, 
and the directed component was oblique, from the 
left. Twelve iterations were used. 

Figure 5: Three balls floating in a box that is filled 
with fog . The scene is illuminated by a directed light 
source that is from above but slightly oblique. The 
shadows cast by the balls are visible both in space 
(as a tube) and on the surface. Observe that the 
deepest ball is the darkest since light is absorbed as 
it passes through the fog . 
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